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Message from R-Letter Directors
Welcome to the IEEE MMTC Review-Letter (RLetter) 2012 November issue. The R-Letter
Editorial Board is committed to continue the
excellent work of the previous Board led by Dr.
Guan-Ming Su and Dr. Nabil J. Sarhan. With the
support of the MMTC community, eleven issues
have been published since the launch of the RLetter platform in October 2010.
Research publication databases have been
expanding in both size and dimension, making
choice difficult without consuming considerable
reading time. The MMTC R-Letter Editorial
Board is dedicated to assist by providing a
selection of high quality publications for your
quick review, which can serve as a convenient
link to a network of related work. In order to
establish such effective mechanism, we solicit
your support to nominate high quality
publications to the R-Letter Editorial Board.
.
In this issue, we present nine papers, discussing a
wide range of multimedia related issues which
include database creation, data delivery and
quality assessment. The first paper, published in
the IEEE Multimedia Magazine, discusses the
difficulty in collecting facial expressions and
proposes capturing the data from movies. The
second paper, in IEEE ICME 2012, exploits
random network coding to support better
delivery and understanding of network
conditions. The third paper, from the IEEE
Transactions on Wireless Communications,
studies Energy Harvesting for solving the battery
problem and limited lifetime of wireless
networks. The fourth paper, from IEEE ICME
2012, investigates concealing errors in videos
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based on the visual attentiveness of a human
observer. The fifth paper, published in the IEEE
Journal on Selected Topics in Signal Processing,
discusses the evaluation of 3D video quality. The
sixth paper, published in IEEE ICME 2012,
proposes a scene segmentation technique for
electronic navigation systems to assist blind
people to better understand the environment. The
seventh paper, published in IEEE Packet Video
Workshop, presents a pDASH system to support
peer-assisted streaming. The eighth paper,
published in IEEE Communications Magazine,
examines the importance of offering high quality
content with guaranteed Quality of Experience
and the monitoring of IPTV networks. The last
paper, from the IEEE Journal on Selected Areas
in Communications, discusses the tradeoff
between reliability and throughput for multi-user
cooperative networks.
We would like to thank all the R-Letter authors
and editors who contributed to the completion of
this issue. Their timely efforts given the tight
deadline is sincerely appreciated.
IEEE ComSoc MMTC R-Letter
Director,
Irene Cheng, University of Alberta, Canada
Email: locheng@ualberta.ca
Co-Director
Xianbin Wang, University of Western Ontario,
Canada
Email: xianbin.wang@uwo.ca
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A Benchmark for Experimental Validation of Facial Expression Analysis Methods
A short review for “Collecting Large, Richly Annotated Facial-Expression Databases from Movies”
A Dhall, R. Goecke, S. Lucey, and T. Gedeon, " Collecting Large, Richly Annotated
Facial-Expression Databases from Movies,'' IEEE Multimedia Magazine, vol. 19, vo. 3,
pages 34-41, July-Sept. 2012.
Facial expression is closely tied to the emotion
and intention of individuals. It is an effective way
of non-verbal social communication. Automatic
facial expression analysis has been an active
research topic in the multimedia, computer
vision, and human-computer interactions
communities. For example, the First Facial
Expression Recognition and Analysis Challenge,
which was held in conjunction with the 2011
IEEE International Conference on Face and
Gesture
Recognition, has
attracted 16
submissions and more than 90 attendees [1].
Research in facial expression is heavily relied on
experimental datasets. These are normally
collected in the form of posed or spontaneous
expressions, depending on whether human
subjects are asked to generate artificial
expressions or not. Psychological studies have
shown that these two types of expressions differ
substantially [2]. Analysis of spontaneous
expressions is preferred in research due to its
realistic characteristics. However, collection of
spontaneous expression is a non-trivial task due
to several reasons. Firstly, it is difficult to capture
such expressions because when subjects are
aware that they are being observed, their facial
expressions may deviate from the genuine
representation [3]. Secondly, the collection of
large database is time-consuming and expensive.
It is difficult to gather subjects in various ages
and genders, and capture data in various
illumination and environmental conditions.
Therefore, most existing databases are manually
collected in controlled lab environment, with
limited poses and expressions from tens or a few
hundred subjects. Thirdly, labeling of facial
expressions is not straightforward. This is not
only caused by the occlusions in the scene, but
also due to common muscle movement shared by
some expressions, such as anger and disgust [2].
To address these difficulties, in this paper, the
authors propose a semi-automatic method to
collect and annotate facial expressions from
movies. The data collection process starts from
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video subtitle extraction. This allows information
about emotion, actors, scene, and time stamps be
retrieved. A recommender system is then used to
search the subtitle, and recommend to labelers
only those clips with high probability of
containing meaningful expressions from a
subject, so that the labeler can input dense
information related to the expression and subject.
The authors have generated two databases: Acted
Facial Expressions in the Wild (AFEW) and
Static Facial Expressions in the Wild (SFEW).
The former consists of 1,486 short video clips
with visible presence of subjects and their faces,
while the latter contains a subset of static facial
expressions with 1476 images. Both databases
cover expressions in seven categories: anger,
disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise, and
neutral.
As pointed out by the authors, there are several
advantages of generating databases using this
method [4]. Most importantly, there are plenty of
movie data available, which contain large amount
of facial expressions and natural head pose
movements in settings that are close to real-world
environments. Furthermore, data can be collected
from actors in various race, gender, and ages. The
professional training of these actors allows them
to mimic the real-world human behavior, which
looks more like spontaneous type other than
intentional posing. The recommender system can
greatly facilitate the annotation step by only
suggesting clips with expression related
keywords.
Contribution of this paper also comes from
definition of six experimentation protocols based
on the level of person dependency present in the
datasets. These include Strictly Person Specific
(SPS), Partial Person Independent (PPI), and
Strictly Person Independent (SPI). The authors
have computed baselines in classifying seven
expression categories on the three protocols over
AFEW and SFEW databases. In these
experiments, PHOG and LPQ features were
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extracted from cropped faces, with PCA being
used to reduce the dimensionality of concatenated
feature vector. Then a nonlinear SVM was used
to learn and predict facial expressions. This
baseline method has achieved only 26.3%
average classification accuracy for the PPI
protocol on the AFEW database. The results also
suggest that AFEW database is much more
difficult than the CK+ database [5].
In conclusion, facial expression research has long
been hindered by the lack of access to databases
with real-world settings. The construction of
AFEW and SFEW databases has partly solved
this problem. This work has the potential of
pushing forward the facial expression research by
providing a benchmark for experimental
validation of various methods.
Further
information of these two databases is available at:
http://cs.anu.edu.au/few.
References:
[1] http://sspnet.eu/fera2011/
[2] P. Ekman and E. Rosenberg, What the face reveals:
basic and applied studies of spontaneous expression
using the facial action coding system (FACS), Oxford
University Press, 1998.
[3] V. Bettadapura, "Face expression recognition and
analysis:
the
state
of the
art", Technical
Report, College of Computing, Georgia Institute of
Technology, arXiv:1203.6722, April 2012.
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[4] A Dhall, R. Goecke, S. Lucey, and T. Gedeon,
"Collecting large, richly annotated facial-expression
databases from movies,'' IEEE Multimedia Magazine,
vol. 19, vo. 3, pages 34-41, July-Sept. 2012.
[5] P. Lucey, “The Extended Cohn-Kanade Dataset
(CK+): A complete dataset for action unit and
emotion-specified expression,” In CVPR Workshop’10,
pp.94-101, 2010.
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Applying Random Network Coding for Improved Multimedia Delivery in LTEAdvanced Networks
A short review for “Random Network Coding for Multimedia Delivery over LTE-Advanced”
D. Vukobratovic, C. Khirallah, V. Stankovic, and J. Thompson, "Random Network Coding
for Multimedia Delivery over LTE-Advanced," in Proceedings of the IEEE International
Conference on Multimedia and Expo, July 2012.
The 3GPP Long-Term Evolution - Advanced
(LTE-A) architecture aims at increasing network
capacity and improving service quality by
shifting the network design from the macrocellular architecture to Heterogeneous Networks
(HetNets) [1]. This is obtained by introducing
closer-to-user small cells on top of the macrocellular layout. In doing so it allows better
prediction of the wireless channel conditions at
the expense of increased cell density and intercell interference. To exploit this architecture,
cooperation and coordination among small cells
is necessary. This is well explored in the
physical layer through a number of Coordinated
Multi-Point (CoMP) techniques [2]. However,
upper layer design is still largely similar to
traditional setups.
The work in [3] has addressed this problem by
introducing a Random Network Coding (RNC)
sublayer within the Media Access Control (MAC)
layer of the LTE/LTE-A Radio Access Network
(RAN) protocol stack. This MAC-RNC protocol
sits on top of the MAC layer indicated as a
suitable position for RNC message processing.
The target is to simplify delivery of upper layer
messages within complex and dynamic
topologies of evolved LTE-A RAN based on
HetNets. Namely, even though the traditional
MAC-HARQ (Hybrid Automatic Repeat
Request) protocol efficiently handles message
transmission over point-to-point wireless links,
its capabilities to exploit multi-point and multihop RAN topologies are limited. On the other
hand, by encapsulating fixed-length RNC-coded
symbols derived from upper layer source
messages into physical layer containers
(transport blocks), and by exchanging these
containers among HetNets nodes, more flexible
and further efficient multi-point and multi-hop
message delivery from the base station to any set
of users within the cell becomes possible [3].
Introducing of MAC-RNC into the LTE-A RAN
protocol stack does not only provide simpler and
more flexible message delivery, but offers also a
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strong potential for efficient 3GPP multimedia
delivery services deployment. Recent projections
estimate a 18-fold increase in mobile data traffic
between 2011-2016, with more than 70%
accounting for mobile video services in 2016 [4].
Therefore the shift of 4G mobile networks
towards extensive delivery of multimedia-based
services demands significant efforts in adaptation
and redesign of the system to multimedia traffic
characteristics and requirements. A number of
recent studies show feasibility of practical
deployments of application-layer RNC-based
multimedia streaming on latest generation
smartphones [5]. In addition, recombining and
sharing
collaboratively
the
RNC-coded
multimedia packets among mobile terminals
and/or relay nodes can increase throughput by
exploiting path diversity, cooperation and
overhearing [6].
This suggests that combining multimedia
streaming
and
RNC-based
transmission
improves its delivery. Based on [3], the authors
of this reviewed paper explore the possible
impact of the MAC-RNC solution on multimedia
service delivery over LTE/LTE-A. They indicate
the following benefits for using the protocol
within the LTE-A RAN for multimedia traffic:
1) It introduces redundancy and protects data
delivery only across the RAN, eliminating
waste of resource due to forward error
correction schemes in the application layer,
which add end-to-end redundancy.
2) It exploits path, frequency (resource
allocation) and time (TTI allocation)
diversity within 4G HetNets to deliver upper
layer messages to the desired user. This
contrasts with current schemes that rely only
on time diversity by exploiting long-length
packet-level codes.
3) It performs as optimal short-length rateless
codes over higher finite-fields. The amount
of redundancy introduced by MAC-RNC is
close to the minimum required for dynamic
wireless channel conditions.
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4) It reduces the number of feedback messages
to a single ACK per upper layer message.
5) Coded packets may be further exchanged
collaboratively
by
collocated
User
Equipment (UE) or re-encoded and
forwarded by intermediate nodes in LTE-A
multi-hop relaying or HetNets topologies to
improve the media delivery process.
6) UE can send feedback related to the number
of received linearly independent encoded
packets. This can be exploited by MAC
scheduler to better allocate resources on
upcoming transmission time-intervals (TTIs)
to match the number of remaining encoded
packets UE needs to send to complete the
reception of the upper layer message.
7) In MAC-RNC framework, the upper layer
message is not segmented to match the size
of the physical layer transport block.
Instead, Random Linear Coding (RLC)
messages can be produced directly from IP
encapsulated video packets. Thus, the RLC
layer may exploit content-awareness that
could be enabled by minimal additional
cross-layer interaction with the application
layer video coding process.

References:

The authors show that this MAC-RNC solution
provides a simple and efficient RAN-wide
rateless/network coding MAC sublayer scheme
for reliable delivery of RLC encapsulated IP
packets. Scheduling and resource allocation
procedures have also been simplified while
addressing the transmission process goals.
Overall, the main impact on the video delivery is
identified at the RLC layer through content
awareness during IP packetized video
encapsulation; at the MAC scheduler for explicit
control over the number of encoded packets
delivered; at the MAC-RNC mechanism itself
through application of unequal error protection
RNC solutions, and through collaborative
network coded packet exchange in evolved LTEA multi-hop RANs.
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B.Eng. (Hons.) degree in
Electrical
Engineering
from the University of
Malta, Malta, in 1997 and
the Ph.D. degree in
Electronics and Computer
Engineering
from
the
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Random network coding provides a solution for
better delivery of file sharing and multimedia
applications. Further exploitation of RNC
together with cross-layer solutions can help in
providing the tools for the network to deal with
the ever increasing traffic. Moreover, green
networking design is needed to reduce the energy
per bit required to transmit the huge multimedia
generated traffic while maintaining low latency.
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Energy Harvesting Relay Networks
A short review for “Voluntary Energy Harvesting Relays and Selection in Cooperative Wireless Networks”
B. Medepally and N. B. Mehta, “Voluntary Energy Harvesting Relays and Selection in
Cooperative Wireless Networks,” IEEE Trans. Wireless Commun., vol.9, no.11, Nov.
2010.

Battery life is an important issue for many
wireless networks, e.g., wireless sensor network
(WSN), where it is cumbersome to lay electricity
cables to power the wireless nodes. As a result,
the wireless nodes need to be equipped with precharged non-rechargeable batteries that provide
the energy required for their sensing, computation,
and communication tasks. Due to its limited
capacity of battery, the nodes become
dysfunctional because their batteries get drained
out. Energy harvesting (EH) is a promising and
green solution to solve the battery problem and
limited lifetime of wireless networks [1]-[4]. An
EH node can replenish its battery by harvesting
solar energy, wind energy, radio frequency
energy, piezoelectric energy, and several other
renewable forms of energy. Therefore, the
concept of EH overcomes the necessity of
periodic battery replacements and it can
contribute to the decrease of the network
maintenance overhead. For the above advantage,
EH has been gaining attention from various fields.
However, the EH is totally dependent on the
uncontrollable sources such as solar and wind.
Thus, the amount of energy and the time instants
at which it is available can be random. In general,
this is a function of the energy profile, which
mathematically models the energy harvesting
random process [1].
The reliability of the network can be significantly
improved by cooperative communication, which
utilizes the wireless node other than the source
and the destination. In this paper, the authors
propose the use of EH relays in a cooperative
wireless network. They analyze the performance
of a system consisting of a source node that
communicates data to a destination node with the
help of multiple intermediate EH amplify-andforward (AF) relays. The choice of AF relay
protocol is motivated by the fact that it is suitable
for networks that require low complexity nodes,
such as WSN. An AF relay is simple because it
amplifies and forwards the signal it receives,
without decoding it [5]. To avoid the tight
synchronization
among
simultaneously
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transmitting relays that are at different locations
while obtaining diversity gain, the best relay
selection criterion has been widely considered
[6]-[8]. For the best relay selection, the relay
which improves the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
the most is selected from the relay candidate set.
Different from the conventional relay system
considered in literature, some of the relays are not
available as it exploits EH for its power charge.
The availability of the energy at each relay is
subjected to the fundamental energy neutrality
constraint. Thus, in this paper, the authors
introduce the two categories of the relays, namely
“energy unconstrained relay” and “energy
constrained relay”. The relay which harvested
enough energy for forwarding a data packet from
the source to the destination is considered as
energy unconstrained relay. The relay which does
not have enough energy for forwarding is
considered as energy constrained relay. Among
the energy unconstrained relays, the one that
improves the SNR at the destination the most is
selected. The selected EH relay consumes energy
from its battery when it forwards data to the
destination. In case all the relays are energy
constrained, the source has to rely on its direct
link to the destination for data transmission.
The authors evaluate the symbol error rate (SER)
observed by the destination as a function of the
channel parameters and the transmit power
settings of the source and relays. First, the
requisite intuition is developed by analyzing a
system in which the source-to-relay channels are
statistically identical and the relay-to-destination
channels are also statistically identical. Thereafter,
the general case is analyzed, where the different
channels in the system are not identical is
analyzed. Further insights are gained by
considering asymptotic regimes in which the
number of EH relays is large or when the mean
channel gains are large.
A key outcome of the study is that using EH
relays can significantly reduce the energy
consumption at the source. Another design
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insight is the importance of characterizing the
energy unconstrained regime of an EH relay,
where the relay harvests more energy on average
than it requires and the randomness in energy
harvesting no longer affects its ability to serve as
a relay. The optimal transmit power, which
minimizes SER, is given at the point where all
the relays are energy unconstrained. The analysis
also quantifies how a relay becoming energy
unconstrained depends on the rate at which it
harvests energy, its transmit power, and also the
other relays in the network.
The study brings out how the operation of
wireless networks that utilize EH is different
from the operation of conventional networks,
where the nodes are equipped with nonrechargeable batteries. In the conventional relay
network, the key design goal is the minimization
of energy consumption in order to increase the
lifetime of the network [9]. On the other hand, the
focus changes to judiciously utilizing all the
harvested energy in EH networks. For example,
in the EH relay networks, the aggressive increase
of the transmit power of each relay contributes to
the lower SER performance. However, it also
drains the relay’s battery energy and may lead to
it being unavailable later. This reduces the
number of available relays. On the other hand,
conservatively reducing the relay transmit power
to save energy for later use increases results in
the higher SER performance and may even lead
to the relay not being able to utilize all the energy
it harvests.
The general conclusion given in this paper, which
is likely to impact the future designs of wireless
systems, is that the physical and multiple access
layers of an EH network need to be redesigned.
Different from the conventional relay networks,
the operation of an EH relay network is
fundamentally governed by the energy neutrality
constraint or the law of conservation of energy,
which simply states that the energy utilized by an
EH node cannot exceed the energy harvested by
it. The important conclusion is that the system
design is affected not only by the energy
harvesting rate but also the energy utilization rate
at which the energy is utilized by the sensing and
communication protocols employed by the
network.
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Concealing Errors in Video without Drawing Attention
A short review for “Saliency -cognizant Error Concealment in Loss-corrupted Streaming Video”
Hadi Hadizadeh, Ivan V. Bajic, Gene Cheung, "Saliency -cognizant Error Concealment in
Loss-corrupted Streaming Video," IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and
Expo 2012, Melbourne, Australia, July 2012.
Recall a time when you were a little boy/girl and
carelessly ruined a clothing article, e.g., dirtied
your socks by running in mud. When confronted
by your mother, the best strategy is to divert your
mother’s visual attention away from the troubled
spot to some other attention-grabbing spatial
areas, perhaps to moving hand gestures, shaking
head, etc. It turns out this simple lesson learnt at
an early age—concealing errors without drawing
attention—can be applied to error concealment in
loss-corrupted streaming video as well.
The basic problem is the following. When
streaming video over a loss-prone network like
today’s best-effort Internet or wireless networks
that are susceptible to channel fading and
interference, unavoidable packet losses will result
in missing macroblocks (MB) in the received
video, degrading visual quality. Because video
has been efficiently compressed, there will
remain little redundancy in the received data to
recover the missing MBs perfectly. In order to
limit the search space, one can design data fitting
criteria, such as boundary matching [1], that the
replacement MB must satisfy. Nonetheless, error
concealment in loss-corrupted video is in general
an under-determined problem, meaning that there
are many candidate MBs x that will minimize a
data fitting error function fitErr(x):

min fitErr x 

(1)

x

Instead of introducing other regularization terms
to (1) to make the optimization well defined,
Hadizadeh et al. introduced a low-saliency prior
to the optimization objective:

min  fitErr x   saliency x 

measure of how different spatial regions in an
image or a video frame will relatively draw
viewer’s visual attention—has been studied
extensively in the computer vision literature in
the past decade [2]. The basic idea is to detect
low-level features such as color and luminance
contrast, motion, flickers, etc. in the video frame,
and sum up the effects locally into a saliency map
that describes the visual attentiveness by a human
observer per-pixel. The low-saliency prior in (2)
essentially ensures that the replacement MB x
will be less attention grabbing than the other
spatial regions composed of correctly received
MBs.
Hadizadeh et al. implemented this simple idea in
the context of an existing error concealment
scheme called RECAP [3]. The idea in RECAP is
to transmit a low resolution (LR) thumbnail along
with the high resolution (HR) video frame, so that
in the event of packet losses, the LR thumbnail
can be used as a template to identify good
candidate MBs in previous correctly received HR
frames for MB recovery in the current losscorrupted frame. The loss recovery philosophy of
RECAP is orthogonal to one in channel coding
like forward error correction (FEC). FEC
decreases the likelihood of packet losses (as
observed by the application layer after FEC
decoding) in the first place by judiciously
increasing data redundancy; RECAP minimizes
the adverse effects to video quality due to packet
losses, given that losses are unavoidable.
In the RECAP context, where available
thumbnail y readily constitutes a data fitting error
function, optimization (2) of finding a
replacement MB x becomes:

(2)

min y  DLx 2  S x 

x

The idea is almost identical to the “muddy socks”
analogy discussed earlier. Given the replacement
MB x is very likely imperfect and contains errors
due to the under-determined nature of the
problem, let’s find a MB x that has small data
fitting error and induces low visual saliency—i.e.,
draws little visual attention. Visual saliency—a
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x

(3)

Where L and D are respectively the low-pass
filter and down-sampling matrices mapping a HR
block to a LR thumbnail, and S() is the saliency
term given replacement MB x. Hadizadeh et al.
identified the replacement block x by first finding
a short list of candidate MBs in previous correctly
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received HR frames, using available thumbnail y,
that has small fitting error, then iteratively
reducing the saliency of each candidate MB by
changing the block’s low-level features [4]. The
chosen candidate MB is one that has the smallest
objective value in (3). Experimental results show
that the recovered video is much more appealing
when using the low-saliency prior.
Finally, perhaps what is more surprising is that by
inserting the low-saliency prior to solve (2)
instead of (1), not only the perceptual subjective
quality of the error-concealed video improves,
but also the objective quality (in terms of Peak
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)) is also drastically
increased. The reason is that if video is
transmitted using Unequal Error Protection
(UEP), where the more visually salient regions
are protected more than the less salient regions,
and thus the low-saliency prior in (2) is also a
true prior. In other words, in an UEP
transmission system, lost MBs are more likely to
be of low visual saliency, so the low-saliency
prior helps us identify the correct missing MBs
with higher probability. Hadizadeh et al. showed
that using the low-saliency prior, one can obtain
PSNR improvement of up to 3.2dB over original
RECAP.
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Objective and subjective quality assessment of 3D synthesized views for 3DTV
A short review for “Towards a new quality metric for 3D synthesized view assessment”
E. Bosc, R. Pépion, P. Le Callet, M. Köppel, P. Ndjiki-Nya, M. Pressigout, L. Morin,
" Towards a new quality metric for 3D synthesized view assessment'', IEEE Journal on
Selected Topics in Signal Processing, Volume: 5, Issue 7, pp. 1332 - 1343, Nov. 2011.

Emerging 3D video applications have encouraged
investigations in various fields from video
acquisition to display technologies. Most of these
applications are under the scope of 3D television
(3DTV) and free viewpoint video (FVV) [1].
3DTV provides a depth feeling attributed from
advanced 3D displays. FVV interactively allows
the user to control the viewpoint in the scene.
Considering the demand for high-quality visual
content, the success of 3D video applications is
closely related to its ability to provide viewers
with a high quality level of visual experience.
The added value, compared to 2D conventional
video, comes from the exploitation of multiple
video sequences acquired at different viewpoints
in the scene. These video sequences can be
processed into different 3D representations [2]:
image-based
representations
(conventional
stereoscopic video, multi-view video, etc.),
surface-based representations (polygonal meshes,
etc.), point-based representations or depth imagebased representations (2D+Z, multi-view video
plus depth, layered depth video, etc.) among
others. The study of this paper is in line with the
depth image-based representation context,
especially using multi-view video plus depth
data, referred to as MVD.
MVD designates the association of multiple
conventional color videos, referred to as texture
data and their correspondent depth video
sequences, referred to as depth data. Depth
image-based rendering (DIBR) algorithms are
then used to synthesize novel views of the scene,
different from those captured by the cameras.
The problem of assessing 3D video quality first
refers to the object under test. There is no
standardized quality assessment framework for
3D video, so the object under test is chosen
depending on the desired application, on the used
3D representation (mentioned above) and on the
chosen display (i.e., stereoscopic, autostereoscopic or multi-autoscopic). This paper
focuses on the quality of the synthesized views
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for different reasons. Firstly, 3DTV technology
relies on the stereopsis phenomenon. This
designates the fact that the human brain fuses two
slightly different images, presented on each eye,
and interprets the 3D content [3]. As a result, 3D
displays should provide the appropriate
stereoscopic images to ensure depth feeling. Yet,
the captured views may not be stereo-compliant
depending on the display characteristics. In that
case, view synthesis is needed to create the
correct stereoscopic pairs. Secondly, in the case
of FVV, smooth navigation into the scene
requires the generation of non-acquired views.
Thirdly, for broadcast situations, constraints on
bandwidth limit the amount of data to be
transmitted. Generally, virtual views are
synthesized from compressed texture and depth
data. So compression performances can be
evaluated by the rendered views quality.
Fourthly, new compression methods using view
synthesis prediction have recently been proposed
[4][5].
3DTV technology has brought out new
challenges regarding the question of synthesized
view evaluation. Synthesized views are generated
through a DIBR process. This process induces
new types of artifacts whose impact on visual
quality has to be identified considering various
contexts of use. While visual quality assessment
has been the subject of many studies in the last
twenty years, there are still some unanswered
questions
regarding
new
technological
improvement. DIBR brings new challenges
mainly because it deals with geometric
distortions.
The authors have conducted two subjective
experiments to study the DIBR-based synthesized
view evaluation problem. Key frames from 84
synthesized sequences coming from seven
different view synthesis algorithms have been
assessed by 43 observers according to two
different methodologies: Absolute Categorical
Rating and Paired Comparisons methods.
Statistical analyses show that fewer observers
were required for Paired comparisons tests to
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establish the algorithms distinctions, however
both results highly correlate hence it suggests that
these classical subjective protocols are well suited
for synthesized view quality assessment.
The same material has also been evaluated using
state of the art 2D objective quality metrics:
PSNR, UQI, PSNR-HVS, SSIM, VSNR, etc.
Surprisingly, while DIBR rendered virtual views
are 2D images, these usual 2D metrics do not
correctly render the human judgment. Indeed,
synthesized views contain specific artifacts
located around the disoccluded areas, but usual
metrics seem to be unable to express the degree
of annoyance perceived in the whole image.

for 3DTV-asurvey”, IEEE transactions on circuits
and systems for video technology, vol. 17, no. 11,
pp. 1606–1620, 2007.
[3] R. Patterson, “Human factors of 3-D displays,”
Journal of the SID, vol. 15, no. 11, pp. 861–871,
2007.
[4] S. T Na, K. J Oh, and Y. S Ho, “Joint coding of
multi-view video and corresponding depth map,”
IEEE ICIP, 2008.
[5] Y. Morvan, D. Farin, and P.H.N. de With, “Joint
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compression”, Picture Coding Symposium, 2007.
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These results provide hints for a new objective
measure for synthesized view quality assessment.
The authors propose two approaches: the first one
is based on the analysis of the shifts of the
contours of the synthesized view; the second one
is based on the computation of a mean SSIM
score of the disoccluded areas. They both provide
encouraging preliminary results for this emerging
quality assessment problem.
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Scene Segmentation and Pedestrian Classification from 3-D Range and Intensity
Images
A short review for “Scene Segmentation and Pedestrian Classification from 3-D Range and Intensity
Images"
X. Wei, S. L. Phung, and A. Bouzerdoum, “Scene Segmentation and Pedestrian
Classification from 3-D Range and Intensity Images,” in Proc. IEEE Int. Conf. on
Multimedia and Expo (ICME), pp. 103-108, Melbourne, Australia, July 2012.
Electronic navigation systems for assisting blind
people to sense the physical environment and
detect obstacles have been in focus for a while.
However, they are commonly based on twodimensional color images having a limitation to
obtain more exhaustive information on the
detected obstacle, like type, velocity and distance,
or to sense and truly represent the threedimensional environment.
The authors propose a novel approach for
detection of obstacles that uses time-of-flight
three-dimensional (3-D) range cameras [1]. The
proposed approach allows for efficient object
segmentation and also provides estimates of the
distance and speed of the objects in the scene. In
addition, the method is based on distinguishing
between pedestrian and non-pedestrian obstacles.
The input image captured by the range camera is
segmented into depth layers. The segmentation
algorithm consists of several steps. First, the
image is pre-processed to reduce the noise and
discard unreliable pixels. Next, to distinguish the
objects in contact with the ground from the
ground itself, segregation by normal surface
vectors is applied. A 3-D point is considered a
ground pixel if the ratio between the vertical and
horizontal components of the average normal
vector computed from all neighbor triangulation
surfaces is larger than a selected threshold.
Then, the entire image is segmented into
distinctive depth layers using multiple thresholds,
which are determined adaptively as the local
minima from the image histogram. The
histogram-based segmentation is simple and
efficient, but prone to under-segmentation
because of thresholding only scalar depth values.
To improve the performance, the authors deploy
the mean-shift algorithm after the histogram
processing to determine 3-D spatial relations in
the under-segmented regions. The proposed
mean-shift segmentation method is adapted to the
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standard deviation of each region, so that oversegmentation is avoided and the computational
complexity is reduced. Two adjacent segmented
regions are merged if the number of pixels along
their common boundary is smaller than a given
threshold. Finally, the average distance of each
segment is calculated and the information is
conveyed to the blind person together with the
position, velocity, and type of the detected
obstacle.
To classify the segmented regions, features are
extracted from the range and intensity images
captured by the time-of-flight camera so that each
segmented region generates one feature vector for
the classifier. The vector consists of the features
related to the contours of the segmented regions
and to the content of the range and intensity
images.
First, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is used
to capture the contours of the segmented regions.
A Fourier descriptor invariant to scale,
translation, and rotation of the image is formed
from these DFT coefficients. Then, GIST features
are extracted from the range and intensity images.
These features are obtained by multi-scale
oriented Gabor filtering that results in lowdimensional blurred representation of the image
[2].
The final feature vector consists of 100 Fourier
and 1,024 GIST features (512 from the range
region and 512 from the intensity region).
Finally, a support vector machine (SVM)
classifier with the radial basis function (RBF)
kernel is used to discriminate between pedestrian
and non-pedestrian obstacles.
In the experiments, the dataset was acquired
using a TOF camera with the resolution 144 ×
176 pixels, at the frame rate of 30 frames per
second and with the depth-of-field equal to 5m.
The images were recorded from different indoor
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and outdoor scenes, under various daylight
conditions. For each pixel, the camera produces
five outputs: the x, y, and z coordinates,
amplitude, and the confidence map. For
segmentation evaluation, the ground-truth
segmentation is generated manually. The
segmentation performance is evaluated using the
weighted Jaccard coefficient, which is related to
the area of the segmented region. The proposed
segmentation algorithm is compared with local
variation [3], Markov random field [4], Graph-cut
[5], Otsu and K-means. It achieves a
segmentation rate of 73.1% and it outperforms
that of the other tested methods. In the feature
extraction stage, the Fourier and GIST features
were evaluated on a set of 1000 range patterns
and 1000 intensity patterns. The background is
also varied to include both indoor and outdoor
scenes. The classification rate was evaluated
using ten-fold cross validation. For comparison
purposes, three other image features, namely the
SIFT [6], the HOG [7], and Fourier features, were
evaluated on the same data set. Experimental
results show that the proposed method achieves a
classification rate of 99.5%, which is higher than
those of SIFT, HOG, GIST, or Fourier features.
A possible reason is that the GIST method
extracts global texture information, from range
and intensity images, and ignores details in the
inner parts of the object. Furthermore, the Fourier
descriptor enhances the boundary features of
objects; for low-resolution range images, shape
and contour are the most dominant features.
In summary, this paper presents a promising
platform for improving the performance of
obstacle detection using time-of-flight range
cameras. Even though some parameters in the
proposed method have been empirically chosen,
the analysis and demonstrated efficiency in the
experiments motivate further work along the
same lines.
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Peer-assisted Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
A short review for “Towards peer-assisted dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP"
S. Lederer, C. Mueller, and C. Timmerer, “Towards peer-assisted dynamic adaptive
streaming over HTTP,” in Proc. IEEE Packet Video Workshop (PV), pp. 161-166, May
2012.
Nowadays, multimedia is omnipresent on the
Internet, comprising 58% of the entire Internet
traffic in North America’s fixed access networks
[1]. Given the amount of traffic, but also the
inherent characteristics of the networks and the
requirements for improved Quality of Service
(QoS), considerable research and development
was devoted on adaptive HTTP streaming
methods. This has also resulted, in recent years,
in the standardization of the Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [2][3] standard.
The basic concept behind DASH is that one may
encode the media content at a variety of formats,
e.g. different resolutions, bitrates, frame rates,
etc. as possible representations of the content.
These representations are then also chopped into
fixed-size segments. These segments can then be
addressed via HTTP GET requests from the
client and thus served using conventional HTTP
Web servers. The entire logic is placed on the
client side as to achieve the best streaming
performance for the given user context.
Therefore, the system could be described as a
pull based system. Since the media retrieval is
based on a per-segment basis, this provides the
possibility to adapt the media stream during the
session to changing network or playback system
capabilities, such as bandwidth variations,
battery life and so on. DASH also provides a few
infrastructure advantages. In particular, no
dedicated streaming servers are necessary,
therefore allowing a conventional HTTPinfrastructure, such as Content Delivery
Networks (CDN), to be used. This can have a
significant impact on the infrastructure costs of,
e.g., streaming providers
Point-to-Point (P2P) services and MPEG-DASH
have several elements in common, such as, for
example, the client-initiated pull approach as well
as the segment-wise nature of the content. Given
these commonalities, it makes sense to
investigate the combination of both of these
concepts, which was done by the authors of this
paper.
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P2P-based video streaming comes together with
several restrictions. From a QoS perspective the
most important limitation is the existence of
asymmetric home Internet connections with
significant lower upload bandwidth than
download bandwidth. This leads to the problem
where a client cannot serve the same amount of
data as it receives. This has the implication that it
is no more possible to consume media content at
the best quality while, at the same time,
maintaining smooth playback. Peer-assisted
streaming is a promising compromise to achieve
both high quality and smooth media
consumption, while at the same time reducing the
server bandwidth requirements significantly. The
authors of the paper presented a combination
between
conventional
client-server-based
streaming via DASH and P2P traffic, which is
referred as pDASH (peer-assisted DASH). In the
proposed system the client has the ability to
download files or parts thereof from other peers
that have already consumed the desired content.
Since these clients may not have suficcient
upload capacities, the client can also always rely
on the high bandwidth of the origin server, e.g. a
CDN, to download missing parts of the content.
This can help maintain smooth playback. Due to
this approach, it is possible to achieve significant
reductions in infrastructure and bandwidth needs,
as well as cost, while maintaining the same QoS
[4].
The presented pDASH approach was designed in
a straightforward way, maintaining only DASHcompliant communication between the client and
the server as well as with the other clients/peers.
Therefore, information, which a peer has already
downloaded from the currently needed DASH
segments, is integrated in the Media Presentation
Description (MPD), an XML document
describing the DASH representations, segments,
or other related information. This is done in a
compatible way to the DASH standard, offering
the client the possibility to download the
segments or parts thereof from one or more
clients, as well as directly from the CDN. Since
the MPD can be used directly to identify the
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segment’s location in the P2P network, this
enables the system to work without the need for
any overlay network or distributed hash tables
[5]. This results in a simple but effective
architecture, which limits the modifications on
the client to mainly three changes: a) each
DASH client has to run an HTTP server
component to satisfy requests from other peers;
b) the DASH adaptation and download logic has
to be modified to handle the different content
sources, i.e., multiple peers or the CDN; and c) a
local cache for downloaded content needs to be
maintained at the client. This is needed to serve
segments or parts thereof to requesting clients.
The size of this cache obviously influences the
number of accommodatable peer-requests and
thus the performance of the entire system.

Commercial products, like the audio-streaming
service Spotify [4], are already showing the
potential of peer-assisted streaming systems. The
presented pDASH system provides a standardconformant solution to such services. Future
work could further improve the system’s
performance, for example, by improving the user
with peer-selection algorithms or by leveraging
MPD-update mechanisms during the streaming
session. In addition to this, the Content Centric
Networking (CCN) [6] approach of the Future
Internet (FI) movement may be an interesting
overlay, which can help to further simplify the
peer-assisted DASH architecture.

On the other hand, on the server side, the authors
proposed a central segment tracker, in addition to
the HTTP Web server that serves the DASH
content. This tracker monitors the received
segment requests, together with each client’s
Internet Protocol (IP) address and timestamp,
into a database or file. This information is used
by a MPD generation component that serves
MPDs containing the latest P2P network content
distribution snapshot to clients requesting the
content in the future. Although these components
introduce logic on the server, they can run on
today’s Web Servers, e.g., using PHP, CGI, etc.,
and thus they are not preventing the usage of
cheap and existing HTTP-based infrastructure
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Cross-Layer IPTV Monitoring knocking at Quality of Experiences' Door
A short review for “Cross-layer monitoring in IPTV networks”
Gardikis, G.; Boula, L.; Xilouris, G.; Kourtis, A.; Pallis, E.; Sidibe, M.; Negru, D.; ,
"Cross-layer monitoring in IPTV networks," Communications Magazine, IEEE, vol.50,
no.7, pp.76-84, July 2012.
Service assurance in IPTV services becomes
imperative in a time when best-effort Internet
media is gaining momentum. The content
available on the Web is rising exponentially and
more users are tending to use the Internet for
unmanaged media consumption. Confronting
this reality, IPTV providers must provide a clear
benefit in order to continue to attract subscribers
into their “fenced” networks. Offering highquality content with guaranteed Quality of
Experience (QoE) would be a clear benefit. In
order to achieve this, an integrated service and
network management architecture is essential,
supported by a real-time monitoring system.
Cross-layer monitoring is crucial for service
quality assurance, fault detection, and system
optimization by employing procedures spanning
from physical to application layer and across all
system segments, i.e., service provider, network
provider, and customer domains.
The required functionalities of an IPTV
monitoring system can be identified in two main
categories: reactive and proactive. The former is
referring to the response of the monitoring
system to an abnormal situation whereas the
latter is referring to the behavior of the
monitoring system under normal operation.
Reactive functionalities include the detection of
service outage or quality deterioration, the
estimation of the magnitude of a problem, the
localization of the failure point and
determination of its impact, and the assessment
of the impact on the QoE.
Proactive functionalities comprise failure/outage
prevention by checking the resource utilization,
the workload of system components, the
detection of Service Level Agreement (SLA)
status, and the monitoring the user behavior.
When it comes to monitoring metrics, they can
be categorized according to the architectural
layer (e.g., application, network) to which they
correspond, specifically i) user/QoE metrics [1]
(such as
Mean Opinion Score),
ii)
application/service metrics (such as video frame
loss or player buffer overflow/underflow), and iii)
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transport/network metrics (such as packet loss,
jitter). For services relying on the MPEG-2
Transport Stream (M2TS) for delivery, a
dedicated set of metrics measured at M2TS level
has also been recommended [2].
With regard to the observation point, i.e., where
the aforementioned cross-layer metrics are
measured, the monitoring procedure may take
place either within the distribution network (innetwork monitoring) and/or at the customers'
premises (client-side monitoring).
In-network
monitoring
mainly
collects
transport/network metrics such as packet loss,
inter-arrival jitter, etc. These metrics are
measured either by the network elements
themselves or by monitoring devices which
capture and analyze the traffic or a subset thereof.
Client-side monitoring is performed at the
customer premises at three different locations: at
the customer network gateway, at the decoder
(set-top box), and at the presentation device
(after decoding). A challenging issue in clientside monitoring is the derivation of user/QoE
metrics, especially the video/audio quality
expressed by the Mean Opinion Score (MOS). In
the simplest approach, the MOS is directly
calculated from network and application metrics
using psychometric models. The latter takes into
account also bitstream parameters, such as bitrate,
resolution, and image complexity and tries to
map the impairments introduced by the network
to their actual impact on the QoE. That is,
estimate how much the objective picture or
sound quality is degraded [3]. A more
complicated approach is the direct analysis of the
decoded visual or audio information. Imagebased quality assessment is a computationally
intensive procedure which can, however, yield
results quite close to user perception [4].
The EU-funded research project ALICANTE
(FP7/ICT-248652) [5] involves the design and
implementation of a cross-layer distributed
monitoring system, tailored to networked media
ecosystems, which aims at integrating most of
the aforementioned approaches and techniques.
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In particular, content stems from the
servers/head-ends, traverses one or more
associated "VCANs" (virtual networks), reaches
the "Home-Boxes" (HB, a media-centric
gateways) of the users who have subscribed to
the service, and is finally presented in one or
more user terminals. The ALICANTE
monitoring system is based on distributed agents
and deployed at the content server, within the
VCAN, the Home-Box, and the terminal.
Depending on their role, these agents collect
various types of metrics within the delivery
network such as:
 Host metrics including host status,
CPU/memory/interface
utilization,
and
number of services handled.
 VCAN metrics comprising the nominal and
available capacity, average delay, and
loss/jitter for each traffic aggregate within the
VCAN.
 Session metrics such as per-session packet
loss, jitter, and reordering measured at
transport/session layer.
 Application/QoE metrics featuring video and
audio MOS.
All the measured data are collected from the
respective monitoring modules, formatted in
XML structure, and communicated over SOAP
interfaces providing basic support for
interoperability.
Service monitoring in ALICANTE goes beyond
the typical centralized paradigm. It also provides
an increased level of awareness across the
service delivery network in a decentralized
manner and, thus, enabling real-time cross-layer
and cross-domain interactions and optimizations
respectively. Such interactions include:
 Network-aware service management via the
controlled exposure of VCAN metrics to the
service provider.
 Facilitation of network-aware applications
via the provisioning of network metrics to
media applications and context-aware
applications via the provisioning of terminal
monitoring parameters and information.
 Exploitation
of
network
monitoring
information for in-network media adaptation
and client-side media adaptation within the
home network using terminal and HB
metrics.
As a consequence, the authors recommend that
future research in multimedia service monitoring
should follow a de-centralized paradigm. Instead
of aggregating observed metrics to a single entity
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(for assessment and decision-taking), distributed
architectures shall be promoted enabling the
collaboration among actors and domains
supporting the deployment of network- and
context-aware services facilitating real-time
service adaptation for improved resource
utilization and optimized Quality of Experience.
Finally, interested parties are encouraged to
actively participate in research networks working
in the field such as the MMTC QoEIG [6] or the
COST Action IC1003 Qualinet [7].
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Towards a Better Understanding of Multi-User Cooperation: A Tradeoff between
Transmission Reliability and Rate
A short review for “Capacity-Outage-Tradeoff for Cooperative Networks”

W. Guo and I. J. Wassell, "Capacity-Outage-Tradeoff for Cooperative Networks,” IEEE
Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, vol. 30 (9), Oct. 2012.
Cooperative communications involve nodes that
exchange information and transmit jointly to a
common destination [1]. Whilst different users
sharing contents is increasingly common on the
network- and data-layers, it has not occurred on
the physical wireless interface. Cooperative
transmission has the potential to dynamically
tradeoff data rate with reliability, depending on
the multi-media content transmitted. The main
weakness of this technology is a lack of
understanding of the penalties and benefits in
sharing signals on the physical layer.
The rationale for cooperative transmission is that
by transmitting the same (or similar) data along
different channels, the stochastic nature of
multipath fading can be exploited. This has
proven to be especially effective in quasi-static
(slow) fading channels, where the information
coding-length is smaller than the fading variation
period. In such a channel, the achievable capacity
at arbitrarily high reliability is zero, and reducing
the outage probability becomes a challenge [2].
A key drawback with repetitively transmitting the
same information along multiple channels is the
inefficient use of the channel resource [2].
Therefore, given a fixed power and spectrum
constraint, increased cooperation leads to a
decreased amount of power and bandwidth per
transmission in the cooperation process.
The aim of the paper [3] is to present a tradeoff
between data throughput and transmission
reliability for cooperative transmission. This
tradeoff can assist in achieving content aware
cooperation on the physical layer, whereby
depending on the transmission reliability
requirements of the multi-media content,
maximum data rate can be achieved by selecting
the optimal number of cooperation partners.
In the reviewed paper [3], the authors first present
the novel relationship between achieving greater
transmission reliability through cooperation and
the associated reduction in transmission
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efficiency. The primary contribution of the paper
is formalizing a tradeoff between transmission
reliability (outage probability) and throughput
(capacity). A key distinction between this work
and existing literature is that signal transmission
in this paper employs realistic modulation and
forward-error-correction (FEC) codes. This offers
a realistic insight compared to the commonly
used Shannon expression (infinite code length),
which has been shown to be over-optimistic and
can lead to misleading results [4].
The analysis performed in the paper [3] uses
theoretical expressions based on the bit-error-rate
of transmitted information, which is reinforced by
Monte-Carlo numerical simulation results. The
specific cooperation protocol considered is
Decode-and-Forward (DF), which has two key
advantages: no noise amplification and no
channel estimation at the relays.
The main conclusion from the tradeoff is that
increased cooperation doesn’t monotonically lead
to increased transmission reliability. In fact, the
relationship is convex, and for any given system
setup (channel conditions and transmission
scheme), there exists an optimal set of
cooperation partners which maximizes the
transmission reliability. Furthermore, maximizing
the reliability doesn’t lead to maximizing the
throughput. Therefore, the system designer or the
user needs to tradeoff between:



Throughput and
Reliability,

depending on the higher-layer multi-media
content transmitted. For example, speech may
require high transmission reliability, but a very
low throughput rate. For a user with a poor
quality channel, cooperating with a large number
of partners is desirable. On the other hand, for
downloading data, the throughput rate is more
important than reliability.
The second contribution of the paper [3] is
optimizing the system-level outage-capacity
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performance through partner selection, which
draws on the authors’ previous work [5]. The
authors found theoretical expressions for partner
selection, based on the channel conditions and the
desirable performance metrics. For a topology
where all nodes are roughly equal-distant to each
other (symmetrical), it was found that the optimal
number of partners is directly proportional to
both the mutual channel strength and the
transmission scheme’s signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) threshold [3]. For a topology where all
nodes are arbitrarily located (asymmetrical), the
optimal number of partners can be found using a
step-by-step numerical solution [3].
The third contribution of the paper is that given
the selected partners, power can be optimally
distributed amongst the cooperative transmission
slots, maximizing the transmission reliability and
data rate. The results show that this can actually
lead to requiring fewer cooperation partners,
thereby achieving a joint optimality between
partner selection and power allocation. Future
work can focus on joint optimality solutions, as
well as how to combine media streams of
different requirements into the same multi-user
cooperation cycle.
In summary, the paper [3] has presented a
tradeoff between transmission throughput and
reliability for multi-user cooperative protocols.
This tradeoff can achieve content aware
cooperation on the physical layer, whereby
depending on the transmission reliability
requirements of multi-media contents, maximum
data rate can be achieved by selecting the optimal
number of partners. There remains significant
work to be done on joint partner selection and
power allocation strategies, as well as how to
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combine different multi-media contents into the
same cooperation cycle.
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